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ABSTRACT 

This research is directly related to Ready Made Garments Production Planning. To do so have to 

know about various information like garment, fabric, washing and many others things. Actually 

Planning is related from order confirmation to delivery. That’s why Planning is always very much 

important in Ready Made Garments Trade. For better working progress now a days there’s various 

types of Planning software is used for Planning like Fast React, SAP etc. All of these are ERP 

based software. These kind of software keeps all related information from booking, in-house, 

planning, production, shipment etc. 

 

Here we also know about manual Planning and various types of planning, there compares. Which 

one is better for which types of product or factory and so on many other daily basis information 

related to practical things. 

 

In this Comparison between Piece Planning and Minute Planning in RMG Sewing 

Production Planning, we will know deeply about ready-made garments planning and others 

related things to planning. Planning department is related from top to bottom to run factory 

smoothly. They work with capacity booking, order projection & confirmation, supply chain, 

delivery, factory earning etc. many things. That’s why Production Planning department have 

special value to Managing Director of the factory. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Production Planning is the basic heart in RMG trade for factory. To run the factory & business 

smoothly there’s no other option better than Production Planning. Production Planning Department 

mainly work with updated information like order status, SCM (Supply Chain Management), 

production follow-up etc. 

Before taking non-projected order during a running season/projection, merchandising department 

take capacity booking from Production Planning Department. Actually Production Planning 

Department is the bridge between merchandising department & production department who is 

responsible from order placement to ex-factory. Production Planning Department is also known as 

Production Planning & Control. 

Mainly Production Planning team divided into two class. One is Central/Head Office Team and 

another one is Factory Team. Production Planning Team is directly responsible from order 

confirmation to Ex-factory. 
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LITERATURE  REVIEW 

Production Planning is the term widely used for its immense importance in day to day life. It comes 

with strategy, mission, scheduling & routing. Though it seems like planning & scheduling is the 

same stuff, but in real practice, it is not. Planning is a summary view of a set of activities in which 

proper objective, mission, routing path & scheduling included. From planning, we can find 

alternative paths & solutions. Scheduling is a part of planning with proper time & action plan of 

selective activities. 

Garments Production Planning is an important factor in the garments industry. Garments 

manufacturers take orders based on production planning. Proper planning can execute the right 

time delivery (shipment) of export garments, that’s why planning is a department in the garments 

manufacturing industry and getting high value to middle and top management. Among cutting, 

sewing, washing and finishing departments; sewing capability is the main factor of garments 

production planning. 

Getting a job in garments production planning is like a dream comes true. A demandable job sitting 

in a cool desk, very much respected by all departments. A production planner salary is 

comparatively more than other departments; not needed to deal with too many people, report and 

work with top management what makes a production planner very special in the apparel 

manufacturing industry. 

 

Objectives: 

Here’s the objectives of Garments Production Planning:- 

1. Utilize full production capacity. 

2. Right product input right line. 

3. Meet customer given delivery date. 

4. Execute whole garments manufacturing process. 

5. Give feedback to top management. 
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Production Planning process execution flow chart:- 

Order Confirmation 

↓ 

Production Planning 

↓ 

Sample development and approval from buying house 

↓ 

Order chart and QC file received 

↓ 

Trims, Accessories and Fabric in-house 

↓ 

Pre-production sampling 

↓ 

Pre-production sample approval 

↓ 

Bulk cutting 

↓ 

Sewing 

↓ 

Washing 

↓ 

Finishing 

↓ 

Final Quality inspection 

↓ 

Goods release/ pass in inspection 

↓ 

Shipment 
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Cutting Plan 

Cutting is not all about capacity, efficiency and working hours. Cutting starts as per the planning 

sequence if the garments production preparation process has already completed. Cutting delay for 

some quality issues of fabrics. Based on shade grading, shrinkage, there has a cutting plan. 

 

Cutting Planning process: 

i. Cutting Planning is done based on the following: Size breakdown, Specifications, etc. Approved 

Shade Band chart, Approved fabric swatches. The Production Plan is received from the Production 

Manager, order details from Merchandiser and Shade Band Chart from the QC Department. 

ii. Based on the above information the Cutting In-Charge prepares the Cutting Plan. 

iii. The Cutting In-Charge informs Size, Ratio and fabric width to the CAD department for marker 

preparation by preparing cutting lay order sheet. 

iv. Once the Cutting In-Charge has approved the marker after it has been checked for the pattern 

direction and tightness and consumption, it is further approved by the Production Manager for 

efficiency. 

v. Cutting In-Charge requisition slip based on the consumption approved by Production Manager 

and give to the stores department for issuing of fabric. 

 

Sewing Plan 

Sewing plan depends on per hour production capacity, working hour, efficiency, order quantity, 

machine types and product difficulties. The first day is to set Line layout, 2nd day you will get 

output but production will be less than average. 

Sewing planning for example: For a lot of 5000 pcs, your sewing 1st-day production 300, 2nd Day 

700, 3rd day 1000, 4th day 1150, 5th day, 6th day the rest 700 and Layout of next lot. So your 

average production per day 833. 

 

Washing Plan 

When it is coming to the wash process, generally a minimum of 3 days keep after the sewing 

completion date for the washing plant. In the garments industry, everything never going to happen 

as per planning. Sewing may take two days more than the planned date. So pressure going to hit 

on Washing and Finishing. A production planner has to follow up washing backlog with Washing 

factories; what goods urgent, what washing delay is allowable. If garments manufacturer does not 

have own washing plant, they have to give subcontract in another factory. In this case 

communication with a washing plan, washing follows up is very much necessary for a production 

planner. 
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Finishing Plan 

The finishing process is very complex of fancy style. Casual styles are comparatively easier than 

fancy style. Based on the buyer product quality standard and the number of the finishing process, 

finishing the production plan can be done. If you have many lots in hand in finishing, you have to 

check which delivery is tight. Finishing is done on priority base and Shipment date status. 

 

Final Audit and shipment 

Final quality inspection is done when goods packing already completed. If a final inspection fails 

and the buyer asks to recheck the whole quantity of goods, you will fall in trouble if you do not 

have time in hand to ship the goods. So it's really necessary to keep one week in advance when 

you do production planning. 

 

Garments Production Planning and Execution Factors:- 

These factors are related to start and execute planning. 

1. Order Sheet 

2. QC File (Trim Card) 

3. Approved sample 

4. Size set cutting and approval status 

5. Supplier raw materials quality clearance 

6. Bulk cutting start date 

7. Daily sewing production 

8. Washing status 

9. Finishing Backlog 

10. Shipment date       

 

[1] 
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
2.1 DEFINITION 

The execution of an order is basically done by Production Planning team. Utilizing capacity by 

booking confirmation for order projection to get order as per projection & materials in-house and 

making production plan to meet shipment within required time with smoothness plan is done by 

Planning team which is basically known as Production Planning. Major two responsibilities of 

Production Planning are “proper line feeding” & “on time shipment”. One more thing, Production 

Planning team co-ordinate with all others department to achieve the Plan. 

2.2 THINGS NEED to KNOW: 

There’s few common and widely used few terms that must have to know before doing Production 

Planning. So here we briefly discus about few things which desperately need to know for smooth 

Production Planning. Here’s a short list about “Things Need to Know”:- 

1. CPM 

2. EPM 

3. CM 

4. SMV 

5. Productivity 

6. Efficiency 

7. Capacity & Booking 

8. SPM 

9. PCD 

10. TNA 

11. Shade & Shrinkage Summary 

12. Country Shade Plan 

13. Pattern 

14. CS 

15. Art-work 

16. OS & Production File. 

17. Lead Time 

18. Product Category 

19. Layout 

20. Embroidery 

21. Printing 

22. Washing 

23. Order Projection 

24. Delivery 

25. ETD 

26. ETA 

27. SCM 
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1. CPM: To run factory as well as to make apparels the management must have to maintain cost 

against making. Here, CPM means Cost Per Minute. Suppose a shirt is making a line per day 

1000pcs, so what is making cost for a minute of that line? How can we calculate CPM here? Well, 

we can calculate CPM in two ways. One is known as Estimated Cost Per Minute (ECPM) and 

other one is Actual Cost Per Minute (ACPM). To calculate ECPM, we need to know Total salary 

of a day, Total Working Minute of a day & Line Efficiency%. And to calculate ACPM, Total 

salary of a day, Production of a day & SMV (SMV means Standard Minute Value) of a garments. 

So, 

  ECPM =
Total Factory cost/ Number of line/number of day

MP x WH x 60
 

 

    ACPM =
Line Cost

MP x WH x 60
 

 

2. EPM: We already acknowledge about CPM (Cost Per Minute), now it’s time to know about 

Earning Per Minute which is simply called EPM. Imagine, a shirt making line’s per day production 

is 1000pcs, so what is per minute earn from this production? To find EPM we have to know the 

produce quantity, CM (Cost of Making) of produced garment and total working minute of a day. 

So, 

 

   EPM =
Production of a Day∗CM

MP x WH x 60
 

 

3. CM: To make a garment, we’ve to go through a lot of process which is mainly divided into 3 

steps (Cutting, Sewing & Finishing) which is the part of CM. Out of this three steps there are 

Embroidery, Printing & Washing cost separately. So literally (Cutting, Sewing & Finishing) is 

known as Cost of Making (CM). To find out CM, we have to know per month factory expense and 

No. of running machine, daily working hour & monthly working day. 

So, 

 

     CM=
SMV∗ CPM

EFF%
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4. SMV: SMV defined as the time which is allowed to complete a job satisfactorily. How many 

times required to make a garment? Have you ever faced this question? Well, here’s the answer for 

it with little details. Standard Minute Value is known as SMV. To produce a garment in sewing 

stage how many manpower need, how would be efficiency/productivity, CM etc. the SMV is 

calculated to find out these data. To calculate SMV, the equation are follows:- 

 

  SMV: (Basic Time + Allocated Allowance)/60 

Here, basic time = Observe time X rating (rating = skill + effort + concentrate) 

In practical scenario, the SMV is calculated by style wise single process Standard SMV base which 

is provided by factory management. 

 

5. Productivity: Productivity can be measured in several ways. Like costing productivity, 

theoretical productivity and actual productivity. When the order comes a quarry that time we 

calculate Costing productivity. Theoretical productivity is percentage of output by input. Actual 

productivity: after completing the style of a line total production divided by number of days used 

for production. Productivity can increased by many things like operator skills, proper machine 

utilization, running days, line expertise, back to back same or almost same style feeding, similar 

style, production unit wise marketing and many others thing. 

 

6. Efficiency: The more efficiency a factory gain, the more CM will earn and management will be 

more profitable. Normally efficiency is express by percentage. By efficiency, we can know total 

factory condition, status & set-up of a group or factory. In sewing floor, line operator set-up should 

be enough good as per styling so that they can give more production which needs to achieve 

expected efficiency. To achieve maximum efficiency must have to use proper utilization of Man-

power, Machine and all production related things. The percentage of Produce Minute & Total 

Minute is the basic equation of Efficiency. To find produce minute have to know day production 

and SMV and to know total minute have to know Manpower & Working Minute.  

 

  Efficiency =
Produce Minute

Total Minute
∗ 100 

 

Even to get enough good impression from Buying Office to get more attractive order, efficiency 

play very important roll. Efficiency is related to CM earning. More efficiency gives more CM 

earning. Industrial Engineering department is directly related and calculate factory efficiency. 

They utilize everything to make smooth production path so that expected efficiency can achieve. 
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Standard Factory Capacity = (TL X OP X WH X60 X WD X Eff %) / SMV 

Here, 

TL = Total line of factory; OP = Total Operator of factory considering absenteeism 5%; 

WH = Monthly Avg Working Hour; WD = Working Day of a month; Eff% = Standard monthly Eff% 

 

Capacity (in minute) = Monthly Production pcs X Avg SMV 

 

Marketing teams do marketing by the Capacity of factory. They (Marketing team) get capacity 

from Production Planning team. To book order capacity booking is very much important. It helps 

to secure on time delivery, smooth production and many others relate things. Before capacity 

booking for smooth production tracing, in-house embroidery, printing & washing capacity gives a 

lot of advantages. And capacity in minutes gives very much exact prediction of production 

capacity. The best way of getting actual capacity of factory is above Standard Factory Capacity in 

minutes. So standard factory capacity in minute provides actual scenario with details and capacity 

prediction. For smart capacity booking, factory capacity can be divided in below ways:- 

 

Tops (Shirt/T-shirt/Jacket) = (10/10/10) 30% 

Bottom (Pant: Basic/Chino/Cargo & Trouser): (10/40/10) 40% 

Dress (Overall): 20% 

Others = 10% 

 

For a well reputed group of company, above capacity class could be a standard in both ways 

(woven & knit). If marketing team can do marketing like this, factory efficiency will be high. 

 

8. SPM: SPM means Sales per Minute. So per minute cost can be easily calculated by Sales per 

Minute (SPM). There’s two way to find SPM. It’s a goods path to find marketing trend. SPM could 

be CM based and CM with FOB profit based. Basic rules to get SPM is CM divided by SMV and 

the standard SPM rules follows:- 

 

SPM =
CM + FOB Profit

SMV
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9. PCD: PCD is one of the vital part of RMG trade. PCD means Plan Cut Date. Most of the buyer 

follow PCD/TNA before starting production. On PCD day PPM (Pre-Production Meeting held) 

and get cutting permission to start bulk production. To success PCD material have in-house 

minimum seven days prior from PCD along with Counter Sample approval and production file. 

To on time shipment, PCD is very much important to meet. So Supply Chain have to track seven 

days prior to get on time PCD.  

 

10. TNA: Time and Action or Trims and Accessories along with fabrics and Counter Sample 

approval & Production file handover date from marketing team are known as TNA. TNA is 

advance thing than PCD. Remember, on PCD materials in-house seven days prior and on TNA, 

PCD happened seven days after from TNA. To hit on time TNA, have to track before two/three 

days before TNA. 

 

11. Shade & Shrinkage Summary: In fabric process stage, shade & shrinkage summary has done. 

Shade & shrinkage report are done for two different purpose. Shade report represents the shade 

status of fabric. If fabric is not washable then leg/blanket send to finishing for steam iron and 

proceed for shade and shrinkage report and if washable after wash fabric has check with counter 

sample and find out shade update. To do this process, after in-house fabric leg/blanket has cut by 

store concern then it’s hand over to fabric process department who send it to washing and after 

wash fabric process team received it and make shade wise segregation to get shade approval and 

in similar way with maintaining shrinkage rules shrinkage report is done to get shrinkage wise 

pattern from technical department. Shade & Shrinkage summary is very vital issue for cutting 

fabrics. In this stage fabric fault also be found like missing yarn, slub, spot, fault etc. then have to 

check with concern if this fabric is workable or not. If not then fabric have to replace. If workable 

with checking, then fabric supplier bear it. Here’s the shade & shrinkage summary report in two 

different attachment. 
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Fig: Pattern Summary 

 

 

Fig: Shade Summary 
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12. Country Shade Plan: In an order sheet of a style there could be multiple color with multiple 

shade for particular country, since there’re many country could be in an order sheet. Why country 

shade plan is important? Well, it’s important so that in a particular country there could be less 

shade and for multiple shade it’s a document which is maintained and could be necessary for 

further. Country shade plan is done by fabric inspection team and it’s important for a cutting 

planning. Based on country shade planning, all goods are cut by cutting department. If cutting 

don’t follow shade plan, then during finishing lots of shade variation will visible in particular 

country and even for assorted PO it’ll be causes of shipment hassle. 

 

 

Fig: Country Shade Plan 
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13. Pattern: Pattern is one of the vital part about cutting fabrics as well as for planning. Suppose, 

if pattern change of a running style due to new fabric consignment then have to make size set to 

get bulk permission meantime needs enough time to produce size set. Basically now a days if any 

style have five pattern then most fabrics in which pattern is called mother pattern and make size 

set only on that mother pattern and give correction on rest four pattern. Pattern depends on fabric 

shrinkage and fabric shrinkage has some universal range of limitation. Based on that range of 

limitation pattern is released. One more thing here’s need to know is marker. In a very simple way 

the plural version of pattern is called marker. Marker is two types. One is called regular marker (in 

this marker, pattern can be set from any side) and other one is called selvage marker (in this marker, 

pattern is one way. So more fabric is required and it could be more than approved consumption 

which can make lots of trouble and even the fabrics from overseas supplier than it can causes 

delay/short shipment. This marker is used when fabric has shading or related issues). 

 

 

Fig: Pattern (Basic 5PKT Pant) 

14. CS: CS means Counter Sample. Based on which sample production has done is called Counter 

Sample. Various buyer called it in various name. Some called Seal Sample, Red Tag Sample, and 

Collection Sample etc. Actually all of them are same thing by consider various buyer. In 

association with technical team by the instruction of respected buyer and booking from concern 

merchant the sample is developed in technical section and got approval from buying office 

concern. CS is developed by following Size Set sample and Size set sample is developed from 

color sample. And the first sample is made by following buyer given tack-pack or art-work and 

sometime buyer also provide pattern. 
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Fig: Counter Sample 

15. Art-work: Art-work is given from buying office concern. This is the very first thing from 

where factory/technical concern get prototype idea to make Size Set/ Collection sample. In an art-

work, there’s a sketch of the ultimate garment, all kind of information, stitching details, seam 

types, button types, appearance, fabrics details, print/embroidery, wash types, color details etc. in 

a simple way everything related to finishing garments are in the art-work. 
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Fig: Art-work of a sample 
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Fig: Printing Instruction 

 

From above sketch, printing department gets visual idea of the printing portion for a style and 

Production Planning team can know this style have printing. 
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Fig: Various Seam details 

 

In the figure of the above sketch, seam details are given of various sewing process. Even the loop 

design and various measurement also given. 
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Fig: Color Details 

 

Color details are given above photos in the artwork of a style. Button, Zipper, Thread for which 

color of shell fabrics need is also given in the artwork. 
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Fig: Wash Data 

 

Wash details are also given in artwork. The appearance of various wash effect with measurement 

are given here with details. In the pictures we can see destroy wash process which is a dry process 

with measurement. 

By seeing this measurement wash technical team develop wash related thing like pattern etc. 
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16. OS & Production File: Order sheet is simply called OS. Few buyer called it PO (PO means 

Purchase Order) Sheet also. Full style breakdown (Size and Country wise) of a style is given in 

OS and size label breakdown is also given here. Details of finishing packing list like country 

destination, color size ratio, solid/assort packing list etc. also available in OS. And normally PO 

sheet two type. One is for online shop and another one is for local shop. Delivery details also has 

given in OS like Sea, Air or Sea/Air.  

 

 

 

Fig: Main page of OS 
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Fig: Country Breakdown 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: Color/Size Breakdown 
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For any style label is the heart of identity. Suppose a style waist size 32 inch. Now how can we be 

sure this style for 32 waist body? The easy way to get is size label cause none can take measurement 

tape for all the to measure the size. So in the OS there’s space for size label breakdown. Here’s a 

size label breakdown details:- 

 

 

Fig: Size label breakdown 

 

Production file means all necessary documents for a particular style which needs to make the 

garments accurately during production stage. Without OS in the production file there’re M list 

(measurement sheet), final art-work, Fabrics technical data, Label spec sheet, Supplementary 

product information, Care Label Layout, RA Sheet, Counter/Size Set Approval comments etc. also 

given. 

17. Lead Time: Lead time is the most vital part for RMG industries. And most of this part is 

handled by Planning Department. From order confirmation to delivery normally for a style 90 days 

lead time is given but for production only about 4 weeks we get, even for some style sometime 

2weeks lead time also! 

For smooth shipment and run lines 4 weeks without pre-production time is perfect as lead time. 

Few buyer takes shipments simultaneously. For that so lead times reduced to 7 days without pre-

production during production running and literally they gives lead time without pre-production 4 

weeks and this lead time from material in-house date to base TOD and before base TOD few qty 

shipment is required. In this case from 1st shipment only 2weeks lead time get. 

If shipment delayed from required lead time than have to take extension. This extension proposal 

is given by Planning department and get approval by buyer. Here’s few thing, if planning team 

have logical reason then buyer accept extension proposal. But if they don’t accept then have to 

ship on time by anyhow otherwise sea ship mode change to air ship by supplier (Factory) cost and 
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sometimes get discount and few buyer keep it in record and reduce order from next season. So 

shipment within buyer given proposal have to maintain and it’s very much important. 

Before execute production lead-time from TNA to TOD, merchant and technical team develop 

sample and merchant team do costing and get order confirmation then they start sourcing for raw 

materials and book raw materials. After from TNA to TOD, this total time all responsibility goes 

to planning department except technical and supply chain issues. 

 

Lead Time 

Criteria Lead Time (Day) 

Order Confirmation to Delivery 90 & (120 days for Foreign Fabrics) 

Details 

Fabric I/H 30 & (60 days for Foreign Fabrics) 

Sampling (Counter Sample) 07 

Pre-Production 07 

Production (Cutting to Wash) 40 

Washing 01-05 

Finishing 01-02 

 

 

 

 

18. Product Category: Here we will know about various types of woven product like pant types, 

shirt types etc. Normally pant are three types (Basic, Chino, and Cargo). And if pant bottom are 

mounted by elastic then it’s called Jogger. Shirt are two types (basic & pilot shirt). Jackets are 

many types like denim jacket, twill jacket, far jacket etc. In a basic pant there are only five pocket 

(two front pocket along with coin pocket and two back pocket). This types of product SMV around 

18 and can produce around 1200pcs in 8hrs with 55 man power and efficiency will be around 80%. 

Chino pant have two front pocket along with one coin welt pocket (because of welt pocket this 

pant called chino pant) and two welt pocket in back some of this type of pant have tailoring waist 

belt which is also called dress pant. And this type of pant average SMV around 25 and can produce 

800pcs in 8hrs with 60 man power and efficiency will be around 70%. In cargo pant there are 

front/back/thigh pocket with flap and below part and lots of panel and piping. This type of product 

SMV around 35 or more can produce 550pcs in 8hrs with 65 man power and efficiency will be 

around 60% in long run. For jacket SMV around 45 or more and production can be 400 pcs in 8hrs 

by 70 man power and efficiency will be around 50%. 
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Fig: Front & Back view of Basic 5PKT Pant 
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Fig: Front & Back of Chino Pant 

 

 

 

Fig: Front & Back view of Cargo Pant 
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19. Layout: Line layout is very much practical thing for better production. To get better 

productivity we must have to maintain back to back almost similar style feeding. If not almost 

same similar style back to back possible then have to plan similar style which have done by that 

line. But to make all line expert for any style rotation layout is very much good and ultimate 

productivity easily can achieve by random layout if worker and production person have good 

knowledge. During emergency style change before starting layout which is new have to inform 

concern people minimum two days ago so that fabric process, cutting team, IE, mechanical team, 

production/quality team and others related concern take preparation for it. Per line monthly layout 

or changeover should be less and which is good for better productivity. 

 

20. Embroidery: By using thread there are many kinds of design created on fabric surface which 

is known as embroidery. To decorate shell fabric or any part of a garment embroidery is much 

useful. Lots of stitch together makes a design which is particularly shows as embroidery. An 

embroidery design production depends on this type stich and costing also depends on it. Less stitch 

less cost means more production. And more stitch means less production means high cost. Now a 

days embroidery machines are very much developed. It can automatically change color wise thread 

during production based on design and color. Embroidery also includes with attaching pearls, 

beads etc.  

 

 

Fig: Embroidery (stone) 
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Fig: Embroidery (Various Color) 

 

 

Fig: Back PKT Decoration 
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Fig: Together (Embroidery & Print) 

21. Printing: Printing is one of the most anticipated thing which make a very simple fabric to 

gorgeous stage. In the beginning of printing, printing was restricted only in color and now it’s 

exposed to widely among rubber and many other things. In the very beginning of printing, it is 

three types and here they are:- 

 

a. Screen Print 

b. Rotary Print 

c. Digital Print 

 

a. Screen Print: In screen print technology, ink is pressed by using mesh of stainless steel (screen) 

into the fabric surface. It is one of the most popular printing technology and wide used and oldest 

in the history of printing. This printing technology provides very good color output and it’s one of 

the easiest printing technology. The screen is prepared based on the ultimate design, ink is 

prepared. For screen print, these thing are required frame where screen is set, squeegee by this ink 

pressed over screen to fabric etc. by all of this screen print is ready to print. This type of print is 

developed by China. Most common and simpler printing design is screen print. Here’s few 

collection of screen print as follows:- 
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Fig: Striped design by screen print 

 

 

Fig: Various colour print by Screen 
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b. Rotary Print: To make continues repeat of a single design this technology is used. Rotary print 

also used for various types of color and size print. It’s can produce continues design. On a big 

canvas of fabric can print very easily using rotary printing technology. For various types of fabric 

dia (width) various type of rotary available. This is an advance level of printing. By this printing 

technology highest production can achieve easily. Lots of color more than 10 color can use by it. 

Woven/Kint any kinds of fabric is suitable for rotary printing. Stripe deign also created by rotary 

print. Most of the ladies dress, home textile which is printed, are done by rotary printing 

technology. In rotary print, after printing dryer dry the printed fabrics. 

 

 

Fig: Rotary Print on Textile Fabric 

 

Rotary printing is widely popular in home textile goods as well as ladies wear fabrics printing 

without these garments fabric also printed by rotary print. But the amount of garment fabric 

printing in rotary printing machine is quite less than home textile goods or ladies wear fabrics. 
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c. Digital Print: Digital print is the super most advance technology in the world of printing 

technology. In this printing machine, every droplet of ink can control and it provide the ultimate 

vivid color flow which makes the goods premium. Mostly carpet or related heavy items are printed 

by this technology. 

 

Fig: Jaynamaz 
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22. Washing: Washing is one of most technical part in the world of Textile Region, especially for 

denim fabrics. Most of the eye catching style has developed for denim items in washing plant. 

Washing are two types. One is called Wet wash and another one is Dry wash. In wet processing 

of washing, water is used and dry process of washing no water used. To do smooth Production 

Planning need to know various types of washing lead time like for normal wash 4 hours, enzyme 

wash 6 hours, heavy enzyme/bleach wash 8 hours, Over Dye program minimum 12 hours, normal 

wash with 3D crinkle(Dry) need minimum 10 hours, Destroy/Grinding/PP etc. process need 8 

hours. 

 

 

Fig: Normal Enzyme Wash 
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Fig: Over Dyed Garment 

 

 

Fig: Over Dyed, 3D (Crinkle), Fraying 
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Fig: Bleach, Destroy & Grinding 

 

 

Fig: Acid, Destroy, Grinding, Fraying 
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Fig: Heavy Bleach, Destroy & Fraying 

 

 

Fig: Grinding, Bleach, Brush 
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23. Order Projection: After booking production capacity and confirm order status factory 

merchant concern update Order Projection based on projection/confirm order status from respected 

buyer. Here we’ll see Order Projection of various buyer. In order projection there are order 

placement/receiving date, buying merchant department, order type(online mall/shopping mall), 

order quantity,  material in-house date, production time, delivery time, production type, smv, per 

day production by receiving order, wash type etc. approximately given. Here’s order projection of 

HZM:- 

 

 

Fig: HZM Order Projection 

 

From above order projection we can see style name, assortment, smv, style type, Oder Placement 

Date (OPD) week, Time of Delivery(TOD) week, order type, quantity, production need per day, 

weekly production projection monthly, wash type etc. HZM also provides few low season order 

which delivery many later but can do production earlier, speed & super speed order which delivery 

too tight and also few small quantity of old big quantity style called Southern Hampshire(S/H). 
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Fig: RIAMI Order flow 

 

In the given RIAMI order flow we can see style name, total order quantity and weekly basis slot 

wise quantity, this quantity delivery wise, merchant provide production file along with PCD before 

four weeks from given delivery date on the order flow. 
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Fig: SIDL order summary 

 

SIDL buyer provide selection wise projection. In the selection PCD week, DD week, production 

details, quantity, color, fabrication, fabric weight, fabric code etc. given. Merchant provide details 

on seven days early from PCD. 
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24. Delivery: Delivery is the most vital part of RMG industries. Inspection has done before 

delivery. Buyer to buyer Delivery name varies like HZM says cut-off/TOD (Time of Delivery), 

RIAMI says DD (Delivery Date). Delivery schedule varies buyer to buyer. Some buyer takes 

delivery weekly wise like RIAMI and some also count as weekly like HZM but take delivery as 

cut-off wise. Here cut-off means delivery is done schedule by two/three day of a week. Few take 

delivery port wise. And few buyer take delivery slot by slot like EroCostale.  

 

 

Fig: HZM Delivery Schedule 

 

From above figure we can see TOD week date, Week Number, County name, color, quantity, ship 

mood, cut-off, inspection day, day inspection quantity, weekly inspection quantity etc. 
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Here’s a thing, HZM didn’t provide above delivery chart. They just provide below (Time of 

delivery, planning market (Country Code) etc. information in the Purchase Oder Sheet and factory 

concern make about delivery schedule as per HZM given instruction. 

 

 

Fig: HZM country wise weekly delivery quantity 

 

 

 

Fig: HZM country wise quantity 

 

Buyer: RIAMI provide delivery schedule weekly slot wise and in the Purchase Oder sheet they 

keep one week advance from actual (which is given in delivery schedule) delivery. By following 

this projection we can see style wise weekly basis order status. Concern merchant team provides 

related all order sheet along with related files to do production. 
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Here’s the delivery schedule of RIAMI as follows:- 

 

Fig: RIAMI delivery slot (weekly) 

 

25. ETD: Estimated Time of Delivery is the full form of ETD. By an example we can say suppose 

few goods ordered at China and after confirming order they (who will delivery from China) gives 

a delivery date. In this given date goods will sea-off from China which is called Estimated Time 

of Delivery. For every kinds of order the seller gives ETD time for smooth delivery & post-delivery 

works. Goods ETA from China after 28 days from ETD. Sometimes ETA could increase or 

decrease too. We’ll know soon about ETA. 

 

26. ETA: The full form of ETA is Estimated Time of Arrival. Suppose few items from China ETD 

on today by sea. After passing 4 weeks these items will arrive at designated port. Normally sea 

vessel arriving date in the port is called ETA but if the vessel can’t arrive to the port cause of port 

restriction, vessel at berthed at berthing point then carried out good by another vessel to the port. 

 

27. SCM: Supply Chain Management is one of the most vital part at RMG industries. Cause of 

supply chain most of the plan fails as per Planner. Supply Chain Management work with material 

in-house as per given TNA or PCD. Normally supply chain team works out based on merchant 

team booking, they follow-up accordingly to in-house material smoothly. 

This team also works in sourcing stage like if marketing team need new type of fabric or 

accessories, supply chain management team source for that fabric and arrange. They also update 

it on software for keeping record and others team who needs to see to work. 

Supply Chain Management team works continuously on subjected thing like for a very big style it 

have more than 1 lakh cone thread which are in-house partial basis daily, here Supply Chain 

Management team works to keep the accordingly so that production flow can okay. Team SCM 
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works with raw materials transportation, in-house material inventory, increase sourcing, all kind 

of material flow etc. 

Here is a requirement sheet of a particular style to follow-up Supply Chain:- 

 

 

Fig: Requirement Sheet of a style 
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3.3 PLANNING TEAM TYPES: 

Production Planning are mainly doing loading plan as per given TNA/PCD and execution to ship 

goods on time and keep feeding lines so that line won’t seating idle. The challenge of Production 

Planning department is quite difficult but no impossible to do. A good production planning setup 

factory can do any kind of order of any buyer smoothly because planning department always work 

with risk factor and only they have full knowledge about anything against particular style. From 

Pre-Production meeting to cutting and embroidery/printing to sewing to washing to finishing and 

shipment everything is followed by planning department and they check all possible risky 

checkpoint to ship the goods within given lead time. Normally factory production planning team 

is enough for planning department to run. 

But to run lots of factory of a same group with lots of buyer without factory planning team there’re 

also central planning team. Here central planning department work to allocated order from 

projection factory wise and factory production planning team do line planning and share with 

central planning team follow up accordingly. 

Central Planning Team also works with marketing team about capacity and order confirmation by 

maintaining delivery schedule and many other things. 

Factory Planning Department always plays vital role for the factory. They are directly engaged 

with merchandising, marketing, store, quality, production and many others all department. To line 

feed smoothly and make work as per required priority basis, Production Planning department work 

here delicately. So we can say Production Planning are based on two department (team) types and 

here they are:- 

 

    3.3.1 Central Planning 

    3.3.2 Factory Planning 

 

3.3.1 Central Planning: Central Planning is the core part of Production Planning Department. 

Unit wise Buyer/Style/Quantity is allocated by central planning team. Basically this team works 

from Head office. Most of time they’ve work with marketing team about projection, order booking, 

capacity, order confirmation, group order status, production unit wise quantity and order status etc. 

Central Planning team also can push any merchandising team for better factory support along with 

Supply Chain department. Suppose to keep feeding lines accordingly goods need to in-house 

within 1 week earlier from given TNA/PCD. Here central planning team communicate with 

concern merchant team chase to in-house material earlier as much possible. 

Central Planning team have all buyer’s order projection & confirm order status and they allocate 

order factory wise to ship goods on time and keep balancing in all factory mean time. After 

allocating order, central planning team starts follow-up factory accordingly. In order projection, 

order placement date or week within quantity and order types are given and central planning team 

follow it accordingly to ensure order status as per given projection. If any order or style slip from 
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given projection they raise it to concern marketing team to know the exact reason so that they can 

keep the actual record. Giving order/style allocation to factory isn’t a simple task. To do so have 

to know about the styling and factory can do it with expected productivity. Sometimes have to give 

some low season order. Low season order means which goods can stitch earlier but the shipment 

few months later. These goods play very good role during some sort of problematic situation. 

After getting confirmed order, central planning team start working about to get PCD/TNA. They 

work with marketing team and get possible date of production material (Fabrics and Trims) in-

house date along with counter sample status. Counter sample means the goods which will be 

produced at production stage which is approved by buyer. This counter sample made by technical 

team along the help of merchant team. Merchant team provides all kinds of related thing to 

technical team to make the counter sample. Before making counter sample they made size set 

sample of that style. Central planning team basically follow-up everything which related to 

PCD/TNA. So that they can start production on time and avoid delivery delay. If for any reason 

delivery delay occurs, central planning team works it out to find. And find the actual reason then 

show it concern marketing team to arrange extension so that delivery hampering may not occur. 

Central planning team follow-up in production stage that everything is on track or not. If on track, 

they move forward to another style. If not on track, they find out the reason and take all type of 

precaution to avoid shipment circumstances or line idle scenario. 

In some sort of company, central planning team also follow-up pre-production so that factory can 

start production as soon as possible. Eve they keep follow-up on counter approval and 

fabric/material in-house status too. 

Central planning team also update factory wise CPM/EPM and many other data. Based on 

production they calculate earning of factories. Also they update weekly planning change over to 

keep weekly basis follow-up. 

Central planning department is related to all kind of order status of all buyer for the concern 

factories of the company. 

Here’s the basic responsibility area of Central Planning team:- 

 

 

• Follow-up buyer wise order projection and confirm order. 

 

• Update monthly order status and keep update with marketing team. 

 

• Co-operate marketing team for special order confirmation. 

 

• Order allocation to factory. 

 

• Keep order balance status same to all factories. 
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• Update with TNA/PCD. 

 

• Follow-up pre-production for smooth production. 

 

• Chase merchandising/Supply Chain team for advance material in-house if needed. 

 

• Keep follow-up production planning which given from factory. 

 

• Critical situation analysis. 

 

• Cost analysis based of garments CM. 

 

 

3.3.2 Factory Planning: Production Unit wise planning is known as Factory Planning team. They 

works with allocated order/style and make loading plan. They work with every related team like 

store, fabric process, cutting, embroidery/printing, sewing, washing, finishing etc. team. 

Factory planning team widely works than central planning. Because factory planning team start 

working with store about material in-house, cut fabric panel for shade, shrinkage etc. purpose, with 

fabric processing team for shade, shrinkage and other required test details, with technical team for 

size set, initial or bulk goods pattern, with cutting team for TOD priority basis goods input, it could 

be po/color/country/size etc. wise, with print/embroidery team if there’re embroidery/print in the 

garment, with production & IE team for expected production, how many lines needed etc., with 

washing team for better washing support, with fishing team for finishing and shipment. We point 

out department wise factory planning focusing area as below:- 

 

 

 Store Team: 1. Material In-House date update 

   2. Material In-House status update (Required Sheet) 

   3. Priority basis blanket ready and etc. 

 

 Fabric Team: 1. Shade, Shrinkage summary process. 

   2. Fabric test report update. 

 

 Technical Team: 1. Pattern for Size Set/ Initial/ Bulk goods. 
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 Cutting Team:  1. Pro Production work (Size Set/ Initial). 

    2. Running production feeding. 

    3. Give input by securing delivery. 

    4. Keep input as per need. 

 

 Print/Embroidery Team: 1. Giving plan to print/embroidery 

     2. Follow-up production status 

 

 

 Sewing & IE Team: 1. Keep update about style 

    2. Allocated Lines 

    3. Productivity 

    4. Delivery criteria etc. 

    5. Finding critical situation and update 

 

Washing Team: 1. Update washing team for space 

   2. Share washing planning 

   3. Follow-up washing status 

   4. Special care on special washing 

 

Finishing Team: 1. Keep finishing plan by securing delivery 

   2. Follow-up finishing production 

   3. Finishing material in-house update 

   4. Keep update after shipment goods status 
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3.4 Department Organogram: We already know Production Planning Department have two 

team. One is Central Planning Team and another one is Factory Planning Team. There are many 

ways to set-up the organogram of Production Planning Department. 

A very basic set-up for a complete Production Planning Department are follows where head of the 

department do production planning and capacity update with projection, immediate person after 

head of the department follow the production planning to execute, associates will check on 

production material flow, pre-production, production status, finishing & shipment update and far 

as few management reporting for record. To do so for a factory needs a department head, a deputy 

manager, two sr. executive and three executive level employee and need any more they can add 

for specific purpose. 

 

So the basic set-up looks:- 

 

   Head   : Will do loading plan, capacity, projection 

   Deputy Manager : Execute loading plan 

   Sr. Executive  : Follow up preproduction & line input 

   Sr. Executive  : Follow up all production 

   Executive  : Supply Chain follow up 

   Executive  : Finishing shipment update 

   Executive  : Management data update 

 

For a small factory which monthly capacity approx. 01 million pcs above Production Planning 

Department is enough to run factory smoothly. But there are some restriction for this set-up like 

the department head most of the time have to engage with loading plan, capacity & projection and 

update with concern marketing concern so the department head have less time for others thing to 

think other purpose and so on he can also give less time to focus others work of the department. 

So the Deputy Manager will execute loading plan by working with production team. Any 

production related difficulty must have to face this deputy manager. Such as any style have failed 

TNA then the deputy manager have to take precaution to avoid line idle issue etc. 

And the Sr. Executive will follow-up pre-production and line input as per planning here one 

Executive helps with supply chain and another Sr. Executive works to follow-up all production 

here one executive will help to follow-up finishing shipment update. 

And there is another Executive who will update all kind of data like monthly production, shipment, 

cutting, washing, sewing, line layout, cut to ship ratio etc. 
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But if it is a group of company and they’ve to handle millions of order with lots of buyer in a 

month then they need a central planning team to allocate order smoothly. Group Planning head set 

with central planning team. 

 

 

Here’s the set-up of Central Planning team:- 

  

  Group Planning Head : Work with Order projection and booking 

     : Update with order status 

 

  Manager  : Order allocation & update TNA/PCD 

     : Chase about Supply chain 

 

  Unit Leader  : Follow-up unit production status. 

     : Critical situation analysis 

     : Study factory loading plan 

3.5 How to do Planning: To do all kind of work smoothly and without wasting of resource 

Planning is very much important to do. In RMG trade, planning is one of the most and versatile 

department. Based on good planning shipment goes smoothly and factory capacity utilization is 

done maximally. 

Basically Sewing Planning is the base of garments production planning and if sewing planning 

seems okay then planning goes wisely. From sewing planning every others planning like cutting, 

embroidery/printing, washing, finishing get allowance. 

 

Cutting Planning: After completing production loading planning, the execution part of 

Production Planning starts with Cutting Planning. Literally, if cutting team gives input as per 

Planning and delivery wise, sewing to finishing all thing goes smoothly. The major job of cutting 

department is cut the fabrics. Before cutting fabrics there’re terms have to maintain like fabric 

shade, shrinkage, shade band chart, country wise shade, fabric relaxation, pattern correction for 

final stage etc. to finally correct the pattern there have to make size set, initial goods then finally 

got correct pattern shrinkage and goods measurement report wise. 

Cutting Production team or Cutting Planning team directly follow the loading plan given from 

planning team. They see the loading plan and delivery schedule and make po/country/color wise 
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input quantity plan. Basically they give input seven working days prior from delivery date and 

sewing takes maximum 2 days to sew and wash take up to 2 days and finishing take 1 day to 

finishing on next inspection done and goods ready to ex-factory. All of working allowance are 

given in the loading plan. 

Here cutting production team works with fabric processing team about shade summary and 

shrinkage update to give relax fabric pattern/shrinkage wise. Fabric relaxing is very much 

important since pattern correction also follow fabric relaxation allowance. 

 

Embroidery/Printing Planning: If any style have embroidery/printing then concern planning 

team many days earlier give booking about embroidery/printing so that embroidery/printing 

concern cap keep space for embroidery/printing. Cutting production team cut fabrics and send it 

to embroidery/printing section and they start doing embroidery/printing. Basically 

embroidery/printing team takes one working day to delivery. 

Normally embroidery/printing depends on machine/space capacity. In an embroidery machine, it 

has many embroidery point which is known as head. Every head can do embroidery even it can 

also change thread automatically as per design requirement. 

In printing, for screen printing needs screen. By using the screen the printing is done. For rotary 

print there’s a rotary machine which rotate and fabric start printing. This type of printing need 

normally one working day to delivery. 

 

Wash Planning: As embroidery/printing concern the washing concern also get update from 

production planning team about monthly loading plan. And wash planning team keep space for 

washing. Washing lead time depends on wash types. Normal wash takes about 2 hrs, Heavy 

enzyme wash takes about 3 hrs, Normal wash with crinkle (dry process) take 5 hrs, over dyed 

program takes 6 hrs and dry and wet process (heavy) takes 12 to 36 hrs. 

Washing lead time 

Type Time 

Normal Wash 2hrs 

Heavy Enzyme Wash 3hrs 

Crinkle (Dry) 3hrs 

Over Dye 6hrs-8hrs 

Others 12-36hrs 

 

Fig: Various Washing Lead Time 
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For better wash planning, factory production planning team provides daily per line per style 

production wise non-wash goods sending plan to washing plan and they (Wash Planning Concern) 

provides wash goods sending plan to factory planning. All of this happed with securing finishing 

lead time and smooth shipment securing. 

 

Finishing Planning: The very basic concept of finishing planning is start finishing delivery 

priority wise. Sometimes goods have to ready two days earlier for pre-final inspection before final 

inspection. Feeding of finishing depends on washing delivery from washing plant. Smooth 

washing support gives superior finishing effort to complete goods for final inspection and ex-

factory as well. 

For basic items needs 4 hrs to ready for inspection and for heavy goods take 08-12 hrs to ready for 

finial inspection. 

If any special machine required for finishing like Velcro attach or something special process like 

that then it could take few more time which is not so much. 

Actually finishing process are very less. If finishing get goods from washing on time, the fishing 

process can done easily and give shipment smoothly. 

 

Sewing Planning: The main responsible part of Production Planning Department is Sewing 

Planning. And Sewing Planning is the heart of all type of planning RMG trade. To do sewing 

planning we’ve to know about many things and I guess already discussed about what need to know 

to do sewing planning. 

First of all we’ve to know production details like styling, productivity, wash types, 

embroidery/printing or any specialty etc. including delivery schedule with material in-house date 

and all kind of approval. 

 

So the basic summary goes as follows:- 

01. Styling 

02. SMV 

03. Productivity 

04. Machine Requirement 

05. Wash types 

06. Embroidery/Printing 

07. TNA/PCD 

08. All kind of approval 

09. Any other specialty 

10. Delivery Schedule 
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Here, SMV & Productivity and Machine Requirement provides from Industrial Engineering 

department. Basically machine is the part of Industrial Engineering department, but to risk free 

planning knowing machine requirement is good responsibility of Production Planning Deparment 

especially there’s need any special machine requirement. 

To get SMV & Productivity, Production Planning department share Sketch or a sample of the 

subjected style to concern person of Industrial Engineering department so that they can co-operate 

with Productivity, SMV etc. 

Here to do better planning, productivity depends on few thing like style quantity, styling (basic, 

semi critical, critical), fabrics construction, seam types, friendly style for production unit so that 

they can achieve expected efficiency as well as securing production. 

In a Productivity report from Industrial Engineering department, there’re various types of data like 

machine requirement, SMV, order quantity, planed line, planed line quantity, Average efficiency 

percentage, daily/hourly production and most important thing learning curve is given there. 

 

Fig: Productivity Data 

 

From above data, there’re few relevant summary about subjected style is given like style 

description, quantity details, productivity with learning curve etc. For all new style we can follow 

above Productivity data for best possible productivity. As example for above style, we can plan 
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this style for 1st day with 30%, 2nd day 40%, 3rd day 55%, 4th day 60%, 6th day 65%, 9th day 70% 

efficiency in line loading planning. Style wise learning target efficiency varies as follows:- 

 

Running 
Day 

Basic Semi Critical Critical 

SMV (Up to 20) SMV (20.01-27) SMV (27.01-Up to) 

01 30% 20% 15% 

02 45% 30% 20% 

03 60% 40% 25% 

04 65% 45% 35% 

05 70% 50% 40% 

06 72% 55% 45% 

07 75% 60% 50% 

 

Fig: Style Criticality wise Learning Efficiency Target (Planning) 

To do Production Planning for Sewing which data we need for a style we already know. Now we 

will see about Master Loading Plan. In master loading plan, line wise sewing production are given 

style wise delivery priority basis. So in a loading plan there are lots of styles are given. 

So to do master loading plan for sewing lines, have to know about lots of style and buyer. Easy 

way to do master loading plan is follow up Projection monthly sewing production wise. Suppose 

for a buyer in the projection there are 1 million pcs to produce in month of March, 20. Which 

means in the month of March, 20 Production Planner have to do plan for 1 million pcs for March, 

20. Here the planner start follow-up from the beginning of February, 20 about having production 

file, order sheet, TNA/PCD. After having TNA/PCD for particular style, Production Planner can 

start doing master loading plan. 

Here Buyer/style wise quantity various, for big buyer they have much better quantity style wise. 

Such as in 1 million order quantity, big buyer have around 5 to 10 style. Where small buyer have 

lots of styles like around 20 with lots of color. 

However to line loading plan or master loading plan, we have to maintain some criteria such as try 

give similar style to same line for better productivity, try to complete slot wise quantity at a time 

simultaneously which will help to avoid extra line layout. 

To keep line loading plan organize have to plan considering delivery & maintaining supply chain. 

Most of the time Loading Plan affects because of supply chain issue. Like fabrics delay or poor 

fabric flow or material delay or any issue with material delivery. Sometime everything okay but 

fabrics or trims inspection or test failed etc. 

Sometime have to keep some backup plan for any kind of circumstances. Major two 

responsibilities of Production Planning department are feeding line (which means keep line free 

from idle) and on time delivery (smooth planning securing delivery). 
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In manual production loading planning, we may use MS Office (Excel) software. It is one of the 

versatile and widely known software and friendly to anyone who knows to run computer. In Excel 

lots of calculation can do easily. So to do loading plan also have to know about Excel functions. 

In line loading plan, style wise daily production are given with learning days. But loading plan 

details basically only share with production Deparment Head and cutting department and for rest 

of the department, Production Planning team share only loading plan summary. 

In a master loading plan, production unit or floor name along with line number, buyer, style, PO, 

Order quantity, Working Hour, Maximum Target, master loading plan target, month wise plan 

target, day wise plan quantity are given. 

Master loading plan is considered with learning days, expected production, efficiency, over time 

hour etc. 

 

 

Here is a dashboard on monthly master loading plan for an ordinary factory with most of the details 

and style/day wise production plan target. 
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Fig: Monthly loading plan board (1) 
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Fig: Monthly loading plan board (2) 

 

In the master loading plan we can see line wise style basis details with PO number and order 

quantity, maximum target, monthly quantity etc. Everything of a RMG factory runs as per planning 

which is given by Production Planning team. 
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Let’s consider a factory have 14 lines. And per month production capacity in pcs are 5,00,000. 

Here the 5,00,000pcs are considered as Basic 5PKT Pant. But in reality we can see not every style 

are basic. Few are them chino, cargo, overall etc. 

So ultimately the 5,00,000pcs capacity can’t be considered as right. To make it right, suppose for 

5,00,000pcs capacity the SMV is 18 so that for a chino pant we have to find out SMV then make 

a ratio with SMV 18 and multiply that ration of chino with basic pant smv to get quantity in pcs 

from chino to basic. It’s a messy process. 

To avid this mess we can calculate factory capacity in minutes. To get minute capacity we just 

have to multiply the capacity with avg. SMV. Such as factory capacity is 5,00,000pcs where avg 

SMV is 18. 

So the capacity in minute are 90,00,000. Here if a chino pant have 25SMV and the chino pant 

order quantity 50,000pcs. So the capacity in minute of that chino pant is 12,50,000 minute. 

 

Capacity 

In Pcs SMV In Minute Line Monthly Working Day 

500,000 18 9,000,000 14 25 

Example 

Item Quantity SMV Booked Capacity (In pcs) Booked Capacity (In minutes) 

Chino Pant 100,000 25 138,889 2,500,000 

Basic 290,555 18 290,555 5,229,990 

Others 36,286 35 70,556 1,270,010 

Total Capacity 500,000 pcs 9,000,000 minutes 

 

Fig: Capacity Status in pcs/minute for a 14 line factory 

 

Normally, line loading plan is shared with production head or concern people who is related to 

take preparation for upcoming style. Otherwise loading plan summary has share with every related 

person or department. 
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Basically loading plan summary is used by store, fabric inspection, ie team etc. and line loading 

plan (master loading plan) is shared with factory cutting team for details. 

 

Here’s a summary of loading plan as follows:- 

 

 

Fig: Loading Plan Summary 

 

From the picture we can see the loading plan summary for a production unit for the month of 

March to April. From the projection we can see style wise output start date and output closing date 

which is enough for most of the person in sewing production, store etc. department. For cutting 

they need style wise details for delivery wise cutting and input. 
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3.6 Pre-Production Planning: Before starting bulk production, we have to make Size Set Initial 

to check measurement, fabrics quality and many others purpose which is called Pre-Production 

Planning. 

The main purpose of doing Pre-Production Planning are making Size Set and arrange PP Meeting 

to discuss Size Set issues and get trial/initial cutting permission then have to make trial/initial 

goods and from here have to submit GPQ team to get finally bulk permission. 

 

 

Fig: Pre-Production Plan & Execution 

 

From above figure we can see a full Pre-Production Planning with Execution. Since Pre-

Production lead time is very much important to maintain loading plan input date as well as plan 

controlling so it is good to keep every task time. 
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3.7 Reason to Fail/Backup Planning: During Planning execution there are various problems 

occurs. For that so given master loading plan fails. Now we will look forward to why plan fails 

and what to do when plan fails (means backup planning to avoid line idle). 

There many reasons to fail master loading plans like Counter Sample Approval delay, Supply 

Chain Delay, Materials (Fabrics) poor In House flow, In House material poor quality, Less 

production (sewing, washing etc.) and many others reasons. 

Counter Sample Approval is the job of production merchandising team, technical team develop 

counter sample and submit to buying house by production merchandising team. Most of the time 

consumed if counter sample approval delay. The reason of delaying counter sample approval are 

measurement, color, fabrics quality, zipper issue, trims approval issue etc. 

Supply Chain is one of the vital part of reason to fail loading plan. Material flow delay, not in 

house of given date are the reason to delay supply chain or fail. These type of delay actually 

happens because of supplier delivery delay. 

Materials quality is very important. Because of poor material quality on time supply chain doesn’t 

work out accurately. If in-house fabrics doesn’t meet buyer/quality standard then it make causes 

to fail the total plan. Same for trims and accessories etc. So have to source with good & promising 

supplier and in-house accurate quality-full goods to avoid any circumstances. 

Pre-Production activity in proper way can save lots of time or also can kill a lot of time. Suppose, 

after making size set the measurement didn’t meet actual reason or delay to make it. So what will 

happen? Yes, have to make size set again and which is causes for time killing and reason to fail 

plan. Proper follow-up pre-production activity with accuracy will help to make on time pre-

production. 

Less production during running production stage is a very critical reason to fail plan and also it 

can be lack of planning or another vital issue. So a planner have to think to make high level of 

planning accuracy so that there’re couldn’t fail of planning. 

 

 

Backup Planning is the plan to pretend lines for setting idle. Literally factory’s profit/loss depends 

on production (sewing). So if sewing line goes idle which means it directly hit profit. So above or 

related problem occurs than have arrange Backup Planning to secure lines from setting idle. 

The very basic rules to do backup planning is to give input to those lines from running style which 

can increase lines. By applying this have to save lines from setting idle. Mean time have to update 

loading planning and check delivery impact-ness of that particular style which failed to meet plan 

& causes lots of changes. 
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3.8 Practical Case Study: In the area of Practical Case Study we will compare between Piece 

Planning and Minute Planning in RMG Sewing Production Planning. Most of the time we face in 

factory that we have capacity but can’t produce goods as per capacity ultimately which hits late 

shipment, air shipment even cancel order. 

So I tried to figure out what’s gap in our so called capacity that we measure our factory have but 

every time our monthly plan target can’t hit actual production achievement. 

Usually most of the factory consider order as pieces. And this the part I found we’ve to improve. 

Actually factory’s most important thing is manpower. Manpower works hard to achieve their most 

desire achievement through giving highest effort. 

In Fig: Monthly loading plan board (1) & (2) we’ve shown a factory monthly production planning 

through excel. This plan is done considering item wise. 

 

Let’s say our factory monthly capacity is 1000000pcs. So as per capacity we can plan least 1 

million pcs. Here is the thing that quantity are style/item wise. If a style basic pant with fake pocket 

and another is biker jacket. We are considering both as just pcs. But we don’t consider SMV during 

capacity meeting or production planning to showoff management that our factory have this 

capacity that capacity but ultimately need huge amount of over time to reach shipment target. 

From the beginning we talk this month we planned huge quantity which is achievable but in 

practical isn’t. That’s why need huge OT to cover shipment. So shipment urgency arise. 

In piece production planning only item/style consider to plan which is a very conventional process. 

If a factory only do one type of item like pant then piece planning could be little similar to practical 

situation but still so far from reality. Factory’s efficiency are time utilization. The more time utilize 

the more capacity increase. The more piece added but not considering smv will assure more 

planning accuracy. 

 

So we will see last couple of month, piece planning target & achievement compares considering 

overtime to ensure suitable result. We have terrible data feedback that how dangerous situation we 

created here by this piece planning. Every order almost near to shipment urgency. Few of them are 

delay shipment eve air. 

Piece planning are based on yes this much can produce in a line a product during pick production. 

And based on it set learning days and plan go onboard. 

This is how a factory capacity is 1000000pcs/month but achievement is far from the plan. Very 

basic reason is not consider SMV smartly utilization. 

Here are few data of last couple of months production status of a factory as summary month wise 

plan target, achievement, deviation from plan target, overtime etc. 
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Apr Plan : 10,09,938pcs 

Apr Achieve : 9,73,681pcs 

Apr Deviation : -36,257pcs 

Apr OT hour : 1,04,000hr 

 

Apr Plan : 10,09,938pcs 

Apr Achieve : 9,73,681pcs 

Apr Deviation : -36,257pcs 

Apr OT hour : 1,04,000hr 

 

Jun Plan : 10,14,234pcs 

Jun Achieve : 9,89,331pcs 

Jun Deviation : -24,903pcs 

Jun OT hour : 2,33,628hr 

 

Jul Plan : 10,09,859pcs 

Jul Achieve : 7,45,948pcs 

Jul Deviation : -2,63,911pcs 

Jul OT hour : 3,68,933hr 

 

 

Above plan quality are based on piece and see the achievement deviation after giving so many OT 

hour. This is a very conventional method to do production planning and that’s why plan are being 

are so tight. Shipment will be in trouble. 

So to avoid this and ensure proper capacity I ensure SMV have huge roll to play here. We have to 

plan as per SMV minute not just item wise but considering manpower as well to ensure huge 

amount of over time. 

 

So below are the data as per minute base production planning. We can convert piece into minute 

just a click like multiply order quantity with production SMV. 
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Apr Plan : 2,27,23,605min 

Apr Achieve : 2,24,53,944min 

Apr Deviation : -2,69,661min 

Apr OT hour : 44,834hr 

 

May Plan : 2,25,83,790min 

May Achieve : 22,396,272min 

May Deviation : -187,519min 

May OT hour : 46839hr 

 

Jun Plan : 2,25,20,265min 

Jun Achieve : 2,24,76,271min 

Jun Deviation : -43,994min 

Jun OT hour : 41628hr 

 

Jul Plan : 2,25,01,828min 

Jul Achieve : 2,24,16,270min 

Jul Deviation : -85,557min 

Jul OT hour : 43166hr 

 

 

Above are the data of last few month based on minute basis planning. Based on minute basis 

planning we can see very little minute deviation came alo let OT occurs. 

So from the above data we can easily say that minute basis planning is far better. Here capacity 

utilization appears most. Also efficiency increases. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULT 

In the discussion of the result we will see how Piece Planning and Minute Planning have role in 

RMG Sewing Production Planning to ensure accuracy in Production Capacity, Ensure most 

effective Capacity Planning (Efficiency & Delivery Improvement), Efficient Production Planning 

(Budget Savings) etc. area. 

 

4.1 Production Capacity: Actually the difference impact between Piece Planning and Minute 

Planning in RMG Sewing Production Planning are the main thing of Production Capacity. By 

mouth saying we have 1000000pcs capacity per month and meaningfully 2,25,00,000min/Month 

capacity are different talk. Only by ensuring proper use of SMV are possible to ensure accuracy in 

Production Capacity by doing minute Planning. 

 

 

Fig: Minute Lose & OT Occures 

From above figure we can easily measure that piece planning have huge gap like minute lose (here 

minute lose are calculated from the practical case study by multiplying lose pieces with SMV 

considering 22.5). 

In piece planning minute lose and OT occurs huge which is a two side lose. One is achieve minute 

lost and is OT budget increasing. 

In minute planning minute lose are less. So OT occurs less. Which means planning accuracy are 

good here. 
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4.2 Efficiency & Delivery: Efficiency are the most important part for factory performance. It 

reduce factory cost and increase performance all over the factory. Also it helps to ensure delivery 

improvement. 

Below are the data for piece planning and minute planning Efficiency & Delivery. 

 

 

Fig: Piece Planning and Minute Planning Efficiency & Delivery 

 

From the chart it very clear that Factory target Efficiency is 75% where achievement is less than 

70% all the mentioned month in piece planning. 

And Delivery performance in piece planning are also less than 90% in the mentioned month. 

Where achievement of efficiency are far better above 70% in minute planning and also delivery 

performance are more than 90% in minute planning. 
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4.3 Budget Saving: To run a factory need huge amount of budget. Cause a factory have several 

types of department and work area with huge manpower. Most of are under OT (Over Time) 

payment due to wage rules. 

In piece planning and minute planning the OT hr have a vital role. Below are the data. 

 

 

Fig: Piece planning vs Minute Planning OT Compare & OT Hr Saving & Budget Saving 

 

From above chare we are seeing piece planning need huge OT to achieve plan target where minute 

planning need less that’s budget saving also better in minute planning considering OT hr. Here per 

hour OT cost consider 52 BDT. 
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5.1 Conclusion: From this brief study it is very much clear that Minute Planning is far better than 

Piece Planning. Because the accuracy of Minute Planning is far better, reduce production time loss 

and need less over time to achieve production target. 

Below are the summary of the conclusion:- 

 

1. Balanced RMG Sewing Production Planning 

2. Ensure proper Capacity Planning. 

3. Save huge amount of Extra Budget 

4. Over time reduce 

5. On time delivery performance increase 
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5.2 Reference: Most of the information are given from production planning experience. Few are 

collected from a factory & survey through internet to gather related knowledge about the topic. 

From this purpose I’m referencing few link. Here it is:- 

1. https://onlinegarmentsacademy.blogspot.com/2019/07/garments-production-planning_31.html 

2. https://www.sharmingroup.com 
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